
Buster + Punch’s new scented candle pack, and sculptural 

solid metal vessel, bring a sensory journey into your home, 

inspired by the romance of the spontaneous weekender and 

the open road.  

Evoking the memories of journeying through London on a 

spontaneous escape, the trio of candles trace an aromatic route 

map. The early morning blossoms of Columbia Road Flower 

Market are captured, before emerging out into the crisp air and 

dewy cut grass of the countryside, to finish the journey beside a 

campfire sharing tall tales with friends. 

An adventure from the comfort of your own home, the 

collection includes floral, sweet and wood aromas, encased  

in a reusable smoked dark grey glass. For those wanting to 

elevate the aesthetic experience, the candles can be presented 

in Buster + Punch’s specially-created solid metal Vessel.

The Vessel itself is precision cast from molten metal, and then 

hand polished with care. Featuring melting wax detailing, 

positioned to allow the candle’s insignia to emerge, it’s available 

in steel and brass.

The Road to Nowhere pack includes: 

Road to Nowhere, with notes of orange, leather and warm vanilla. 

Columbia Road Flower Market, with notes of sea salt, tuberose 

and black cedarwood.

Campfire Tales, with notes of oud, patchouli and cinnamon.

Buster + Punch scented candles are available as 220g singles, 

or pack including all three candles in 75g versions. Each is 

made from black wax using our own custom 

handmade fragrances

“I’m obsessed with how our brand feels under touch and wanted 

to use scent to explore other senses. I used to take trips back in 

the day, nipping out on my motorbike from the workshop, down 

through the flower market on Columbia Road and across London 

towards the coast. It’s these aromas and scents we’re referencing 

with the Road to Nowhere collection of scented candles; giving 

people a little moment of freedom and liberation in their home.”

MASSIMO BUSTER MINALE

Founder and Creative Director, Buster + Punch.
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Buster + Punch is the disruptive, home fashion label with its roots in custom motorcycles and the fluid 

energy of London’s sub-culture scene. Formed by renowned architect, Massimo Buster Minale, the brand 

uses rare solid metals and precise engineering to transform everyday fittings into extraordinary home details.
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